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Logo pottery barn

Source: Thinkstock Now that hot weather here, you might be looking for ways to brighten up your home and get rid of that drab winter look. If you're like Friends' Phoebe, and balk at the shopping idea at Pottery Barn, you might be surprised to know that it is possible to get a lot there. You don't have to break when taking some household stuff. With careful planning, you can grab
great items without paying the full price. The Cheat Sheet asks Deal News Coupon Editor Sarah Jones for some shopping tips. Jones noted that there are certain times of the year and days of the week that will produce the most success. Here are some of his recommendations. 1. Shopping on Monday your best bet is to shop at the beginning of the week, when Pottery Barn most
likely offers discounts. That's good news because you can spend time on weekends planning your purchases first. Since you will know that discounts are offered at the beginning of the week, this will prevent the possibility of making purchases at the end of the week, and then see the same items sold on Mondays. Keep in mind that codes are usually released on Mondays and
valid for one day only, so Monday may be a good day to do online shopping there, says Jones. 2. Sign up for both Pottery Barn email lists and catalogs not to submit frequent coupon codes, but when they do, you can use them toward most purchases. Start by signing up for a Pottery Barn mailing list. You'll get a 10% discount just to sign up, and they sometimes send customer
codes only for 20% off sitewide, or for certain categories. This code is unique to individual customers, so you won't find them on the coupon website. In addition, although not everyone likes the catalogue, Pottery Barn certainly sends promotions via snail mail on a regular basis, Jones said. 3. Visit coupon code websites such as Sherpa Coupons, DealNews, RetailMeNot, and
Coupon Cabins are also a good place to find discount codes. In addition, you can request a warning for a particular retailer on the site. This way, you don't have to spend your afternoon shrinking individual retail websites to code or find emails from several different stores. In general, Pottery Barn tends to offer anywhere from one to six codes a month that anyone can use. Free
shipping is the promotion they offer most often, and there is usually no minimum purchase required so you can get small and cheap items shipped at no extra cost, says Jones. 4. Except for furniture by visiting the Jones store, it is better to make purchases of furniture in store because the discounts are usually not when you buy furniture online. So, if you've set your heart on a new
sofa or love chair, you might want to save on shipping costs and go straight to Pottery Barn. Not surprisingly, furniture is usually excluded from shipping promotions, so if you want to save on shipping costs, customers should expect to visit the store for bigger This delivery code is offered one to three times a month so if, at any given time, there are items you are considering, you
may need to wait only a few weeks for the shipping code. That's good news for medium-discount items, but release-level items may not be available by the time you get the code, says Jones. 5. Shop by season You will not always need a coupon code to get a discount. Like many other retailers, Pottery Barn also advertises seasonal sales. Mark your calendar first so you can set
up your shopping list with this in mind. Says Jones, in terms of general sales that do not require coupon codes, it is better to follow the season. Although not everything in a seasonal store, most of their belongings meet holiday and climate change needs, so stores will naturally offer sales to clean those items as soon as the same time has passed. The general rule of thumb is
waiting about two months after the item has been added to the inventory to see a modest discount. For the price of clearance levels, you have to wait until the holidays have passed, or the season is shifting out. More from Personal Finance Cheat Sheet: Shortly after Hadley MacLean married in the fall of 2001, she and her husband, Doug, agreed that their old bed had to go. It is a
mattress and springs box on a cheap metal frame, a relic of Harvard Doug's day. But Hadley never expected how difficult it was to find a grown-up bed, which would be able to accommodate her lawyer's six-foot-inch frame. We couldn't find anything we liked, although we were willing to spend the money, said Hadley, 31-year-old marketing director at a Cambridge, Massachusetts -
an educational tour company based in. The couple finally ended up at the Pottery Barn on Newbury Street upscale Boston, where Doug fell in love with a mahogany sleigh bed that Hadley had seen in a store catalogue. Not only does the bed run smoothly with the antique dresser that Doug has inherited from his family, but his low legs will also allow his feet to release happiness
on the edges. The couple were so happy with how great it looked at their Dutch Colonial home that they rushed back to the store for a set of final tables. And then they bought the quiz. And the blanket cover of the duvet. And a mirror for the living room. And some for the dining room. We got kind of addicted, Hadley confessed. We love really classic pieces that can stand the test of
time, and Pottery Barn's stuff is great quality for money. In the face of geopolitical chaos, economic recession, and the burden of technology, there is something to calm about the timeless challenges of new shopping for beds. It speaks to and belief in the future - for the satisfaction we draw from being able to exercise control in at least one small corner of our lives that are
permissed and filled with stress. Creating a comfortable yet stylish place - shelter from a troubled world - not simply looking for proper furniture at the right price. It's also an emotional thing: There is a need to identify with the products we bring to our homes. All of that is a goodboard for Pottery Barn. The company's mix of intelligent but accessible products, seductive goods, and
first-rate customer service has made it the front-runner in the debris industry - not just because of the products sold, but also because of the connections made with customers. It has built the furniture brand into a lifestyle brand in a way that nobody else has done, said Carole Nicksin, senior editor at HFN trading weekly homes. Pottery Barn has built a successful business along
the way as well. Revenue at Williams-Sonoma Inc., the parent company of Pottery Barn, was $2.36 billion in 2002 (a 15.3% increase over 2001), and they were driven primarily by sales at Pottery Barn, Pottery Barn Kids, and Williams-Sonoma. Pottery Barn sales rose 11.8%, while the Pottery Barn Kids rose 51% on net income of $293 million. With consumer confidence at a nine-
year low industry executive, furniture says that consumers in recent times have balded on big-ticket items. But while customers may refuse to pull the trigger for a $1,400 red leather club seat, no matter how delicious, they are still preparing for the spring for a blossoring pillow of $34 or pay $42 for a large set of wineglasses. That's why, 3,000 miles away from MacLeans' home in
Somerville, Massachusetts, Laura Alber are obsessed with towels. Blonde, slim blonde with pale-blue eyes and no makeup, Alber could be the poster child for a Pottery Barn advert. The 34-year-old Marine County mother said that she enjoyed entertaining, describing herself as living holistic, and had just bought the company's Westport division sofa, with child-resistant twill
slipcovers. He also happened to be president of Pottery Barn. The sense of how great this is, he says, draws a large white bath towel from a heap at the Pottery Barn store in Tony Village in the Corte Madera shopping centre, just above the Golden Gate Bridge from San Francisco. It's thick, it gets a lovely dobby [weaving band a few inches from the edge of the towel], it's very
absorbing, and it's $24. I can say with confidence that you can't top this. For some traders, towels are just towels. But for Pottery Barn, this $24 towel is an 800-gram furry icon of everything that stores aspire to be. We want to produce the best towels in the market, Alber said. For us, this represents a combination of design, quality, and price — in that order. If this is $60, you still
love it. But your perception is it will change because it will be superexpensive. But at $24, you go, 'This is incredible!' Towels, introducing a spring This, joining the family of products that designer Pottery Barn thinks of as a great base. It includes a perfect set of white dishes, a classic windscreen, and, soon, a count sheet of 430 counts of luxurious thread. While sexy seasonal
offers like espadrille-striped pitchers and pineapple-shaped candle holders keep customers stop by to see what's new, Pottery Barn executives know that their bread and business butter are based on a bunch of selected goods. And they intend to continue adding the best products to that collection of essential goods, especially when they expand their bridal registration business,
one of the company's top initiatives for 2003. We are focused on ensuring that the core levels of our business are superstrong, Alber said. This is what customers think of us and why they come back. Deep in the heart of San Francisco's warehouse district - an area known as the Multimedia Gulch during the heady days of dotcom fever - the design team allegedly kept Pottery
Barn stuffed with innovative products occupying a space of 28,000 square feet in four floors of the former mayonnaise factory. There was no accident that the cheerful workshop scattered was three miles across the city from suit and bean counter at Williams-Sonoma's corporate headquarters. Indeed, having dug apart for the designer was part of a deal that Celia Tejada struck
when she agreed to join the company. Tejada, Pottery Barn's senior vice president for product design and development, began developing the company's design studio in 1996. Since then, the company has expanded to 160 stores in 37 states and Canada and gave birth to two offshoots, Pottery Barn Kids and a catalogue recently announced PBteen. A careful little Spanish who
grew up in a village of 53 people at the foothills of the Pyrenees, Tejada is an alchemist behind Pottery Barn's design philosophy. Prior to his arrival, Pottery Barn was a merchant-driven company: Shoppers would acquire goods from outside vendors and plug them into collections. Tejada, a former luxury furniture and fashion designer, was appealed at the strategy. I said to them,
'How can you be a big company if you don't own your own destiny?' Derived from the smell of roses that he had given himself after the birth of his second child, Tejada agreed to come on board, under two conditions: first, that he could set up a separate, structured design section around an integrated vertical force that would have every part of the process - rather than conceiving
the look of the product for design And both, that he, like any european self-respecting , can take August off, to return to Spain.Tejada now runs staff of 33 designers who created concepts for Pottery Barn, Pottery Barn Kids, and PBteen. More than 95% of brand goods are now exclusive. And while corporate numbers of crunchers and strategies are not allowed to work in the
studio, they are still a section product development, meet there every Wednesday to talk about the upcoming lineup and to preview the draft goods that are being run in the ministore space on the third floor. To pass muster with with and his team, a potential new product at Pottery Barn needs to meet strict five-point testing requirements. First, it needs to look good, but not too
cutting an edge. The goal is to constantly go forward - direction - in a way you can understand, says Tejada. Secondly, the product needs to feel good. If it's a piece of textile that feels rough on your skin, says Tejada, it won't make the cut. Thirdly, it must be of high quality. Fourth, it has to be durable. Can kids question jump on it? is a verifiable mantra among Pottery Barn's staff,
many of whom have their own children to test merchandise. Finally, it must pass the ultimate obstacle: I asked my designer, 'Are you going to take him home or give it a present to your best friend?' Tejada said. If they hesitate, I say, 'Throw in the trash. Don't get cbsy.' Emotionally, it needs to feel right. Before launching a new product or line, Tejada and its team must work as much
as a year in advance to enable time to obtain resources, manufacturing, and shipping. This means that when the summer line of 2003 - a Latin theme, complete with brightly coloured paella plates and umbrellas, swings, and barns - appeared in stores, the design team figured out what users might want in June 2004. It is a process that is more dependent on intestinal instinct than
rational science. At Pottery Barn, there are no focus group panels and no market research team. To create a strong lifestyle brand, Tejada says, you must first have a life. And the consequences of digging up someone's responsibility to eat, drink, and merry can be severe. I tell my team, 'You won't be promoted or rewarded for working 20 hours a day,' she said, her voice as firm as
headmaster addressing an untrue class. If you want to create an inspirational brand, you can't lead a dry life. Have you ever envious of someone who is a workaholic, who doesn't take care of themselves? Who cares how much money the person has? Tejada says her voice is rising. Who cares? So staff are encouraged to go to the restaurant and see how the schedule is set. To
feature the lice market for attractive artifacts. For the cruise open house properties and model houses, look for new architectural and design trends. To entertain friends and note what products they want that they have: larger platters, better appliances serve, better bowls for salsa - anything that might be a good addition to the line. Great discoveries accumulate in the studio's
Inspiration Room, where cheerful hodgepodges of goods are collected by brand color pallets. Pieces rags, and flea market inventions sit next to storyboards pinned with images, magazine stickyness, paint specs, and computer-generated mock-ups of fabric designs. They're all food for a suggestion-making session, where the group decides what next season will look like. With
Thanksgiving, Pottery Barn plans to debut a set of wineglasses that have the look and feel of high-priced Riedel crystals but that will be sold at a fraction of the price. Inspiration: Tejada's current obsession with wine. She and her husband have planted various Spain on their Napa Valley estate and managed to produce their first few barrels of Grenache Tempranillo. (Alber plants
Grape Syrah.) As Tejada's vineyards grow, expect to see more wine accessories germinating in Pottery Barn stores. Living a product or businessIndividual goods line isn't the only thing that Pottery Barn staff inspired. It's no coincidence that Pottery Barn Kids' first catalogue began simultaneously with the birth of Alber's first child. Alber, who joined the company in 1995 as a buyer,
was vice president of the division when she was pregnant with her daughter, Samantha. Frustrated at trying to put together a good nursery, he and his team instead put together business plans for brand expansion into children's furniture and accessories. Two years later, the first grocery store opened on South Coast Plaza in Costa Mesa, California. In June 2001, the Pottery Barn
Kids website was launched - just a year after the birth of Alber's second child, Jackson.There are now 64 Barn Kids Pottery stores, with another 16 scheduled to open this year. Says Alber: It's the most amazing experience I've ever had in my life, besides the birth of my children. Although Samantha was only four and a half, Alber was already thinking ahead of the day when her
daughter was likely to trade her tea set for an MP3 player and spent her allowance on lipstick rather than Barbie dolls. In April, the first PBteen catalogue hit mailboxes across the country, with various items designed to appeal to children aged 10 to 19. The catalogue features flavored bean bag chairs, animal print sheets, and tables that look like lockers. PBteen is Pottery Barn's
attempt to tap into huge market opportunities: Teenagers spend $125 billion of their own money each year and influence another $245 billion in household spending. And no other home retailer focuses exclusively on the teen market. The concept, which has been a year in manufacturing, seems like a natural extension for the Pottery Barn, but it is one that requires important
sleuthing for Divine is just the right mix of products. Patrick Wynhoff, senior vice president of Pottery Barn Kids and PBteen, and his team have spent months trying to get into the head (and wallet) of their teenage clients. Our designers were going to concerts, hanging out at school, and watching MTV, he said. To feel spring 2004, young female staff reviewed a shopping centre in
Orange County while the man skipped the skateboard park in Angeles. Wynhoff has sneaked a teenage home magazine from Safeway. I got a strange look - like they were ready to call 911, he said, laughing. The competition asks children to send photographs of their room produced photographs giving PBteen PBteen staff to the real-life space of the teenager. Staff have been
poring over them like CIA analysts. Rooms are very similar, says Wynhoff. The offspring of all small pack rats, with each animal stuffed they have gotten since they were born. That's a great opportunity for us. We hope to get parents to buy items that will charge some orders. Knowing just how rackle a teen audience can be, the product team has adopted a strategy that is both hip
and sensible - stuff equivalent to selling a pair of great jeans with some really funky earrings. The core product will consist of basic bedroom furniture required by a teenager: a bed, a desk and a desk. There may be one fashion forward offering - a skateboard headboard, for instance - but the majority will have a timeless, partially structured design like a shadow box to
accommodate pictures and teenage favorite mementos. Finally, about 15% to 20% of the lines will be fashionable — for example, bedding and accessories in wacky prints or hot colors. However, this strategy is not risk-free. Wynhoff freely acknowledges that Target, which advertises quite aggressively into the teen market, is a mobilization competitor. We won't be able to compete
at a price, but we can compete in design and in showing our customers how this product serves as the look of a whole lifestyle. Targets don't do that in their stores, he said. Wynhoff may have a legitimate point. If there is one thing that Pottery Barn does better than its competitors, it is to give customers an accessible and inspiring vision of what a very great lifestyle might look like,
without the perfection of intimidation of Martha Stewart Living or the unreachable surplus of architectural digest. That's probably the reason why, when Condé Nast recently asked readers to name their favorite home-decorating magazine, the warm number quoted Pottery Barn's catalogue. That's why you can't go to Pottery Barn Kids without fantasy about going home and making
a baby - if only for furniture. That's why Hadley MacLean admitted to having dragged a few people to a Pottery Barn store on Newbury Street. It's also why crusty research analysts often segue from the company's financial discussions into aggression at the great customer service they receive when they direct a new sofa. The brand's simplety is not a mystery to Tejada. He liked it
with his adopted country spirit. What I like about America, he says, is that it has its windows really open. It has influence from nowhere, and it embraces everything. Our brand is also ecclectic, the window opens. It's a state of mind. And customers can Own. Linda Tischler (ltischler@fastcompany.com) is a Boston-based author of The Pantas Company. Contact Celia Tejada via
email (ctejada@wsgc.com). (ctejada@wsgc.com ctejada@wsgc.com).
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